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Linda Ronstadt
leads poll for
spring concert
By CECILIA STILES
Lamron Writer

that more than half of the
audience must be drawn from the
community.
These circumstances make it
necessary, according to Com
best, to book an artist with wide
appeal, because the audience we
have in Monmouth is largely
country-western. "We must in
terest the community because
student incidental fees do not
entirely pay for concerts," he
said.
If a $10,000 concert is
scheduled, only $4,000 comes out
of the student concert funds.
Students receive some return on
that because they pay a reduced
price for their tickets.
OCE is also limited by facilities
as the New Gym only holds 3,000
people, and many popular artists
require a guaranteed audience
before performing. John Denver,
for example, will not play unless
guaranteed an audience of 10,000
and a fee of $50,000.

If responses to an ASOCE
Social Board survey follow the
trend they were showing earlier
this week, country-rock singer
Linda Ronstadt will be made an
offer today for an OCE spring
concert booking.
Social Board Chairman Roy
Com best began distribution of the
survey last Friday, Feb 14 to
determine
the
musical
preferences of OCE students.
Students were asked to select
their top three preferences from
a list of Linda Ronstadt and
Blackhawk County, the Average
White Band, Sha Na Na, Nitty
p/iKy Dirt Band and Maria
Muldaur.
Ms. Ronstadt and the Average
White Band are leading the
survey, and final tabulation will
be made after the survey
deadline at noon Friday, Feb. 21
Ms. Ronstadt's latest album
"Heart Like a Wheel," and the
Even if an artist will agree to
AWB s new album, "Average an audience of 3,000 persons, this
White Band," are both available means that the concert must be a
for previewing in the Music sell-out, which is unlikely for an
Listening Room if students wish OCE concert. Furthermore, if the
to hear them before completing concert should be a sell-out and
Lamron
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-the survey. Ms. Ronstadt will tickets were sold for $5, this
also appear on "The Midnight would still be a gross of only
"Marat Sade." The play openedWeLZdaZn^J^, "*^ ^ malnsta9° production
con*lnues through Saturday In the
OCE Little Theatre.
°
Special" at 1 a.m. on NBC-TV $15,000, which is not enough to
Friday, Feb. 21.
book a big-name artist.
"Heart Like a Wheel" is the
These limitations made it
number one Billboard national necessary for Social Board to
selling LP, and "You're No disqualify several concert
Good" from that album has held suggestions. Among those con
those
rnnppmpH decisions on
r_
By PATSTIMAf
PATSTIMAC
the same position. The album is sidered which had to be dropped
those concerned
faculty labor and the ad
Lamron Writer
curriculum, institutional bud ministration management, then number one for the country for one or more of these reasons
geting, degree requirements, the students would almost have to survey, and the single "I Can't were Mac Davis, Olivia NewtonHelp It If I'm Still In Love With John, Three Dog Night, Loggins
.Collective bargaining and the promotion
and
tenure,
a group in order to protect You," is number seven.
State Board of Higher Education admissions policy and merit form
and Messina, the Eagles, the
their rights.
"Average White Band" has Fifth Dimension, the Doobey
budget were the two priority raises.
The
lobby
group's
budget,
now
%
been on the Billboard charts for Brothers and the Smothers
issues at the Saturday, Feb. 15,
The group also said students
meeting of the Associated Oregon should play an advisory role in set at slightly more than $2,000, 22 weeks, and is currently Brothers.
was another issue facing the
Student Lobby.
decisions made on sabbatical board in the six hour meeting. number two. The single "Pick Up
The student lobby group is leaves, pensions and salary Besides deciding on where money the Pieces" is number two on the
charts. The album and single are
comprised of the student body policy.
collected this year is to go, the
presidents or their represen
Gov. Bob Straub's proposed board set its funding goals for number five and number six
tatives from each of the seven budget for the state colleges was next year. Should they secure the respectively on the soul charts.
Com best has received several
state colleges. OCE is par endorsed as long as no cuts are money that they're after, this
ticipating in the lobby group.
made. From the board's point of may well be the best attempt complaints concerning the choice
The lobby group voted to lend view the proposed budget is low, ever by Oregon State college of artists for the spring concert g ASOCE executive::*:
He says OCE is limited, however,
its support to the collective but will be sufficient if left intact. students to lobby.
elections will continue
by availability, price range and
bargaining issue by saying that
Straub has proposed that the
Lobby representatives also the audience drawing of each g today and tomorrow in the
students sholild have a voice in state pay 72 per cent of next decided to hire a coordinator to
OCE College Center, from 9 *:
part of the decision making year's budget, leaving the State work at the capital so that the performer.
|* a.m. to 5 p.m. For those $
"Any concert costing between •* who are unable to make it $
processes. Most important of Board of Higher Education to lobby effort will be a little more
come up with 27M> per cent. The organized. Until the board hires $10,00 and $15,000 is on shaky g to the College Center there $
lobby board pointed out that until someone Kirby Garret, a student ground, and we'll never see $ wiH l>e voting from 5:30
anyone costing a total of more
this year Oregon has been ranked lobbyist, will direct the effort.
P-m- to 6 p.m. in the Dor- :*
than $15,000 on the OCE cam £ mitory Food Service 8
forty-second in appropriating
The lobby group also decided pus," Combest said.
:•£ Building.
g
money per student in the nation. that it is in need of a qualified
OCE has lost money on all its
Many other issues were coordinator for its lobby
^uth Odegaard for
Lamron Assistant Editor touched upon, including putting programs. Anyone interested in past concerts, and by spending
President, Dwaine Kronser
Cecilia Stiles was chosen Wed the lobbies support behind OCE's applying for the position, which too much on one concert would g for Business Manager, and S
limit
entertainment
for
the
rest
of
nesday, Feb. 19, to head the 1975- suggestion about a Monmouth pays $550 to $650 a month for 40
•g Jim Harrington for Board S
76 Lamron. She will assume the city ordinance that would require hours work a week, should the year. The Roy Black concert
°f Administration are all j*
editor's position next fall. She landlords to allow fire marshalls contact Pat Stimac in the ASOCE last year came closer to breaking $ running
uncontested &
OCE
concert,
with
even
than
any
g contests.
g
was chosen by the Publications to inspect the inside of rented office or at 838-2767.
an attendance of 1,800, 600 of $ For
Board, a board comprised of both homes. The board also decided to
Social
Board $
Those applying should have which were students.
students and faculty.
3 Director there are three S
back the proposed bill to lower legislative experience, and
Anne Murray last year gar
Miss Stiles has worked for two the drinking age to 19 in Oregon. women and handicapped persons
candidates, Candy Harley, $
nered the largest student
years on the OCE paper, and was
OCE President Leonard Rice are urged to apply. Also, anyone audience, with 622 attending out % Kenn Lehto and Lee Miller.
editor of her high school agreed with the student lobby wishing to be an OCE lobbyist
The Senate Chairperson Si;
of a total audience of 1,171.
newspaper in Dallas.
Position is being contested :£
group and said that if the teach and wanting to work one day or Average student concert at
She will replace the current ers were to get involved with afternoon at the capital, should
oy Joe McLeod and Lily :::'
tendance is approximately 40 per
editor, Jim Healy.
Driskill.
g
collective bargaining, making contact Stimac.
cent of the audience which means

Lobby group backs bargaining

|ASOCE polls|
| open today |

Stiles to head
'75-'76Lamron

Campus Calendar
".Marat Sade" Now Playing - The Peter Weiss play "Marat Sade" is
being presented in the OCE Little Theatre at 8:15 p.m. through Feb.
22. Tickets may be purchased in the College Center Office. Prices are
$2 adults, $1.50 students and $1 children.
Hotvedt Work Displayed - Large linoleum cuts and colorful
serigraphs by Kris Hotvedt will be on display in the College Center
Feb. 8 through Mar. 15. The works depict a range of human emotional
strains using primarily the human figure.
Skytrain to Play at Dance - The Cosmopolitan Club is sponsoring a
dance Saturday, Feb. 22, featuring Skytrain. The dance will be held
from 9 p.m. to midnight in the old gym. Admission is $1.
NASA Ticket Available - NASA (Native American Student
Association) is raffling off a side of beef and a spring tuition of $191.
Tickets are $1 and are available in the College Center. The drawipg
will be held on Feb. 9 at the All Indian Basketball Tournament.
Lamron photo by ALLEN HAYTER

Cutshall to Speak - "Base Line Studies in Young's Bay" will be the
topic of Dr. Norman Cutshall of the OSU department of oceanography,
speaker at the Feb. 25 natural science seminar. The seminar will be
held at noon in NS 103. Everyone is welcome to attend.
Retirement Tea Planned - Miss Margaret Steiner, associate
librarian and head of the acquisitions department of the college
library, will retire at the end of this month after 28 years at OCE. A tea
is tentatively scheduled for Feb. 27.
Music Dept. to Hear Auditions - The Music Department will hold
auditions on Saturday, Mar. 1, for incoming freshmen or transferstudents interested in competing for partial-tuition scholarships for
1975-76. The auditions are open to students who will major in music
education. The auditions begin at 1 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium.
Concerts, Recital Set - The Early Music Concert will be held on Feb.
24 at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium. Admission is $1 adults,
50 cents children. The Winterwood concert will be held in the Pacific
Room of the College Center on Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. Admission is 99 cents.
Kathy Thompson will give her recital at 5 p.m. Sunday,Feb. 23 in the
Music Hdll Auditorium.
Drive to Help Fire Victims Underway - ASOCE is conducting a drive
for money, clothing, bedding, kitchen utensils, etc., for the students of
the Feb. 8 house fire. Contributions may be left at the College Center
Office. Those wishing to send checks should contact Alice Yoder at
ext. 261 to find out how to make the checks out.
Civil Service Positions Open - The position of Informational
Representative 2 in the Office of Publications and Information is open.
A position as Clerk 3 typing in the library is open. The last open
position is that as Accounting Clerk 1 in Teaching Research. Anyone
interested in applying or interviewing for any of these positions should
contact Joan Williams, ext. 201, leaving name, classification and
telephone number.

As the winter term production of "Marat Sade" goes on in the Little Theatre construction
continues on the new Fine Arts Auditorium, scheduled for completion next year.

Faculty senate

New committees formed
Replacing
the
Advisory
Committee on Personnel Policies
and Practices and the ad hoc
OCE's
Faculty
Senate Advisory Committee on Faculty
approved four new committees at Reductions will be the Personnel
Review Committee.
its Feb. 11 meeting.
Its duties will include:
According to President Don
Weiss this was a very important consulting with the President and
Dean of Faculty on general
action of the senate.
A Curriculum Coordination policies relating to probation,
Committee was established tenure and salary distribution.
which will have three main Reviewing recommendations of
duties.
department chairmen and other
First, this committee will be administration for promotion,
required to consult with the granting tenure and salary in
President and Dean of Faculty on creases, and initiating inquiries
general policies relating to into related personnel policies
curriculum. A second charge will and practices.
be to initiate inquiries into
curriculum
matters
when
The third approved committee
requested or warranted. Lastly, is one that the Faculty Senate has
the committee will be expected to never had before -- a Budget
coordinate, clarify or com Committee.
municate activities of the four
This committee will work
standing curriculum committees. closely with the administration
The committee chairman of the on budget policy and will serve as
General Studies and Pre- a communication link between
professional, graduate, Inter the administration and faculty.
disciplinary and Honors, and
A representative from each of
Teacher Education Committees the seven departments, one from
will constitute the membership of other faculty and one student will
this new committee.
comprise the committee.
By DENA MINATO
Lamron Writer

Program developed
for older students
Budget hearings set
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer

Loneliness,
unfamiliar
surroundings and few peers,
combined
with
babysitting
problems, studying and having a
family life at the same time are a
few problems the average person
suffers when beginning or
returning to college after being
away from a school setting for
several years.
The increasing number of
adults returning to college after
several years' absence resulted
in colleges and universities
across the nation creating re
entry programs for these people.
OCE was among the first to
develop such a program last fall.
"We wanted to form a group
with affiliation and identification
for older students returning to
school," Dean of Students Jack
Morton said.
The significant number of older
students enrolling at OCE was a
lunch table topic for Morton and
Ms. Maxine Warnath, assistant
professor of psychology. At the
meeting Ms. Warnath related her
experiences as an older student
at OSU.
Through the work of Morton
and Ms. Warnath OCE's re-entry
program was started last fall, but
enrollment in it has dropped this
term.
Last fall letters were sent to all
older students eligible for the re
entry program. An orientation

meeting was then held for in
terested people during New
Student Week.
A seminar was held last term
with Morton and Ms. Warnath as
instructors. The class met once a
week for two hours and was
worth one credit.
The seminars were basically
an orientation to the people and
places on this campus. Guest
speakers
included
John
Brinegar, director of financial
aids, Stan Kenyon, registrar, and
Doug Yates, director of student
activities.
The
seminar
this
term
currently has an enrollment of 14
students. The seminar is held on
Tuesdays from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in the People Place. Interested
people are welcome.
Each Wednesday at noon an
informal meeting is held in the
Wallowa Room of the College
Center.

The ASOCE Financial Board
will begin budget hearings
tonight at 8 p.m. in the ASOCE
workroom. First budgets for
consideration are from the
Drama department, Forensics,
and The Campbell Art Gallery.
The budget hearings schedule
will run from tonight till March 9,
with the final deliberations on
April 3. Once the budget is
finished by the financial board it
must be approved by the
ASOCE Senate.
The
Lamron;
Literary
Magazine,
SEEK,
Women's
Seminar,
and
Christmas
Program will present their
budget requests at 7 p.m. Feb. 23.
The Feb. 27 hearings will include
Senate, Blood Drive, Rally
Squad, Help Center and Rodeo
Club.
Assemblies,
Movies
and
Concerts, along with New Student

Week, Mom's and Dad's Days,
Homecoming, and Recognition
Night's budgets will all be con
sidered by the financial board on
March 2.
The Music Program and Model
United Nation's budgets are on
tap for March 6, and on March 9
ASOCE President's Expenses,
Faculty Evaluation, Outdoor
Program, Soccer Club, and
Native American's budgets will
be decided upon by the financial
board.
The meetings will be held in the
ASOCE workroom and are open
to anyone who is interested to

OSU band
to perform
The Oregon State University
Symphonic Band will present a
concert in the College Center
Coffee Shop at 12:15 p.m.
Thursday, March 13.
The concert will feature a
variety of selections including
selections played by the OSU
Stage Band. Both bands are
under the direction of James
Douglas. The concert is open to
the public at no admission
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415 llth St., Independence
Can Nite or Day

Finally, the Senate voted to
merge the Library Advisory
Committee, the Media Advisory
Committee, the Campus Plan
ning
Committee and
the
Bookstore Advisory Committee
into the Committee on Supportive
Services.
A 5 per cent salary increase
has been proposed by the Oregon
State Legislature. The senate
aired their opinions on how they
want this increase to be
distributed.
Most fayored a dollar figure
over a percentage for basically
one reason. A percentage figure
would mean that those in the
lower income brackets would get
a smaller increase while a
straight dollar figure would up
everyone's salary the same
amount.
The executive committee is
presently working on a proposal
for the establishment of an
evaluation of the administration.
This evaluation would be done
by the staffs of the seven
departments, the library staff
and the staff of the dean's offices.
The executive committee hopes
to have a proposal ready by the
March meeting.

SALES & SERVICE
RENTAL PURCHASE
STEREO LOUNGE
HI-FI COMPONENTS

SALEM

838-0806
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By DAN BERNSTEIN
Northwest News Service
Copyright 1975

The escape of convicted killer
Carl Bowles, who slipped away
from a Salem motel last summer
after he was given a four-hour
social pass, has not destroyed the
temporary leave program as
some officials had worried.
But
the
incident,
which
resulted in the death of a Eugene
couple, is at least partially
responsible for a bill that would
compel state agency offials to tell
the legislature exactly how they
intend to carry out the law.
The legislation, Senate Bill 381,
orders agency officials to appear
before a legislative committee no
later than 60 days after a new law
takes effect. By that time the
officials are supposed to have
drawn up rules and regulations
that they will apply to enforce the
law.
The idea is to align the
rWll •
_
•

eSCape sPurs

regulations
guiations with the ,elusive
phrase "legislative intent.
elU!'ve
An aide to Sen. Majority
Leader Fred Heard, D-Klamath
Falls, one of the prime sponsors
of the bill, says the Bowles in
cident might not have occurred if
prison officials understood the
legislature's intent
when
it

save

bill explanation

passes to motels might not have
legislature!"6''
and" rali

would
would

SB 381

<»

"«

prison

'
officials
a8ency bureaucrats
present a legislative

?967ed

3 temporary Ieave bil1 >n
would hp 6 W'h1 3 Set of roles that
•
" be used
useu to execute a new
Soon after the incident the would
legislature's
research
unit law. After referring the proposed
drafted a four-page explanation rules to legal counsel theTom
mittee would tpii
aeenrv
of the legislature's attitude about
officials whelher' the "rules-f1.!
temporary leaves.
social passes to motels - conform
The document notes that the
to legislative intent
legislature never specifically
endorsed or prohibited social
eaves. The law talks about
another key sponsor nf VL h u
leaves for family illness, funerals
cite other instances that th
and contacting a prospective
believe
build
a
persuaiiw
employer. It also permits leaves
for "any other reason consistent argument for closer legislative
with approved rehabilitation and supervision over state agencies
officials complain
corrections practices."
that°m n
That is the key phrase, say the that the Department of Human
Resources
"deinstitutionalizalegislative researchers.
And
tion program thrusts menta
mentally
_

1^&.^SSJStSS3

1 turty-nine police to graduate

Thirty-nine police recruits will
graduate from the Oregon Police
Academy at OCE at 1:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 21.
The academy is part of the
training program administered
by the Oregon Board on Police
Standards and Training and is
designed to furnish training for
city and county law enforcement
officers from throughout the
state.
The 39 students graduating
from the seven-week course will
be joining the other 1,861 officers
who have successfully completed
the school in previous classes.

Insurance
available

All veterans on the OCE
campus should be aware of the
new low-cost Veterans Group
Life Insurance. The new program
is designed as interim protection
during readjustment to civilian
life, according to the Veterans
Administration.
Vietnam-era
veterans
separated from April 2, 1970
through July 31,1974, are eligible
for the new insurance program.
Nonrenewable, five-year term
coverage is available in $5,000
increments up to $20,000. Monthly
premium for the maximum
coverage is $3.40 for veterans
aged 34 and under and $6.80 for
those 35 and over.
Servicemen discharged since
Aug. ll, 1974 receive application
forms automatically, but those
discharged before the insurance
became available must apply.
National guardsmen and those
presently in the active reserves
are also eligible for this program.
Application
forms
are
available
at
the
Veterans
Administration Office, located
in the Cottage.

KLASIC CAMERA
YOUR...
Cameras
Film
Darkroom Supplies
Best Photo
Finishing
In Town!
1146 Center St.
Salem

This is the first year the police
academy has been located at
OCE. Prior to this year it was
centered at Eastern Oregon State
College in LaGrande.
The current graduates include
28 municipal officers, 10 county
officers, one security officer from
Port of Portland Police Depart
ment. Two policewomen are in
the group. Thirty-five different
Oregon law enforcement agen
cies are represented by the
graduates.
Eugene E. Green, Salem Police
Department,
was
elected
president by members of the
class. Dennis E. James, Bend
Police Department, was elected
vice president.
Representative Norma Paulus,
Oregon State Legislator, will

present the graduation address
for the ceremonies.
Other officials on the program
will be Chairman James Brown
who will act as Master of
Ceremonies; Dr. Ernest Ogardof
OCE and member of Board on
Police Standards and Training;
Jack D. Morton, OCE Dean of
Students; Leo App, Special
Agent, Federal Bureau of In
vestigation and Paul Bettiol,
Executive Director of Board on
Police Standards and Training.
Families of the recruits, police
chiefs, sheriffs and other city and
county officials will be among the
assembled guests.
A reception for the graduates
and guests will be held immediatey after the graduation
exercises.

disturbed people into the com
munity but does not provide them
with adequate "follow-up" care.
A Grannell aide says the
proposed
committee
would
require
human
resources
department officials to set forth
an
administrative
blueprint,
detailing how they intend to keep
lrf?Ck,uf St.ate h°sPi,al patients
e
?
^
discharged
r°-m 'he lnstitutions
attemp,

by

|he

Sta(e

(=>o TELL HER

MEEDS HER.

And. even though an interim
committee would be technically
powerless to order compliance
with
"legislative
intent"
bureaucrats who might later
have to request funds from the
Emergency
Board
would
probably
be
inclined
to
cooperate.
The big question that is not
being answered, and probablywon t be until such a committee
is formed, is can legislators
decide among themselves what
legislative intent means?

Hea](h

Commission to flouridate all
water supplies for cities with
populations over 500. Although
the flouridation order was almost
,mmed
nullified by an
immediately
iately nu
attorney general's opinion last
Spnng.'Heard and Grannell point
out that the legislature had
already rejected fluoridation in
1969, 1971, and 1973.
In 1973, the legislature directed
State Insurance Commissioner
Lester Rawls to hire an actuary~
a mathematical expert who
computes the probability of
accidents, illness, thefts, etc. in
order to establish insurance
rates.
But Rawls, who says he needs
at least $30,000 to hire an actuary,
still has not filled the slot.
Grannell says Rawls' failure to
do so contradicts a legislative
directive.
The committee that would be
established under SB 381 would
not be able to order Rawls to hire
an actuary. It would not be able
to order the health commission
not to try again to fluoridate. It
couldn't even order prison of
ficials to discontinue social
leaves.
Only the legislature, not a

Money available
Auditions for several music
scholarships for students new to
OCE next fall will be held by the
faculty of the OCE Music
Department on Saturday, March
The scholarships will be
applied to tuition in the 1975-76
school year. The auditions are
open to students who plan to
major in music education.
Auditions begin at 1 p.m. in the
Music
Hall
Auditorium.
Application forms are available
from the Music Scholarship
Committee.
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OSPIRG releases guide
Anyone thinking about opening
a checking account, or switching
from his or her present one, may
be interested in the handbook
resently released by the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research
Group (OSPIRG).
The handbook is called the
"OSPIRG Guide to Checking
Accounts."
According
to
OSPIRG
staff
member
Ed
Valentine, the guide details
services offered at several banks
throughout Oregon. The hand
book is designed to let the con
sumer
compare
costs
and
features to meet his or her needs.
Information was gathered from
banks in many Oregon com
munities
including
Portland,
Salem,
Corvallis,
Eugene,
Roseburg, Medford and Ashland.
Handbooks are available free
to students and for $1 to the
general public.
To receive a copy of the
checking account guide, write to
OSPIRG, 408 SW Second Ave.,

Room 411, Governor Building,
Portland, Oregon, 97204.

Med center
accepts two

I TWifOK Ybu'yfe JUST

RECRUITED AN OWL.

Two OCE seniors have been
notified that they have been
accepted for admission into the
University of Oregon Health
Sciences Center School of
Medicine, Portland.
They are Robert C. Hayes,
Dallas, and Constance Quraishi,
Salem. They will begin their
medical studies next fall.
Hayes is a 1971 graduate of
Newport High School.
Mrs. Quraishi graduated in
1966 from South Salem High
School. Her husband is N. M.
Quraishi, Salem.
Both will graduate from OCE in
June with bachelors' degrees in
natural sciences.

NOT Wl
YOU.

Cambridge Bookstore
Lancaster Mall

362-3238

Come in and browse .
We have a wide
selection of

Hardbacks Paperbacks -

I
I

YOU'VE LEARNED A LOT AT OCE.
DON'T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF.
I

Share your skills where they're needed in 68 I
developing countries with the Peace Corps, or here I
at home with VISTA in over 700 low-income com- I
munities. You'll learn something new about your I
own profession as you train others.
I
ACTION provides you a basic living allowance, I
transportation, medical and insurance benefits.
I
Volunteers are needed now from many fields of I
study - perhaps yours. So if you're about to I
graduate, come talk with us -- maybe there's a '
place for you in ACTION!
I

Cliff Notes Greeting Cards

APPLY:
College Center
838-1220, ext. 261
Feb. 24-26
—
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committee, has the authority to
tell the agencies what to do.
But, say Heard and Grannell.
the committee would provide a
forum for communication bet
ween the legislature and agencies
before a
law
is enforced.
Bureaucrats
and
lawmakers
would not have to wait until the
nex session to clear up a fuzzy
next
iaw
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Opinion

Too cheap too long
Dormitory counselors at most state and private
colleges in Oregon receive full room and board. In ad
dition, many of the schools give their assistants a small
sum of money per month.
At OCE the situation is quite different. The dormitory
counselors in OCE's residence halls, called Student
Assistants, receive $675 for the entire academic year,
which pays a little more than 60 per cent of room and
board costs. They get no additional spending money per
month. As such this makes them the lowest paid in the
state by an average of $425 per year, based on an
average room and board cost of $1,100 per year at the six
other state colleges.
The Student Assistants at OCE deserve to be paid full
room and board. Each year requests of this nature are
put to the administration, but the answer is always a
quiet "We can't afford it." That answer is a poor one,
one that can hardly be justified considering the hours
the Student Assistants put in and the problems they
sometimes go through.
Applicants are currently being interviewed for 1975-76
positions as Student Assistants. Along with the new
Student Assistants should come one much needed
change - a raise in pay.

Climbing GPA's
not a problem
Along with the rise of nearly everything else these
days, grades have recently come under fire as being
inflationary. The charge is that a C as an average grade
has been replaced by a B, resulting in a high grade glut.
At OCE, a student-faculty committee has been formed
to investigate the situation, and college officials around
the state are considering raising entrance standards
because too many high school students seem to qualify
too easily.
Last spring at OCE the average grade point ac
cumulation for all students was 3.12, while one year ago
the average was 3.07. It seems fairly obvious that a
straight C student is not average in terms of GPA, and is
probably sitting in the bottom third of his or her class.
Some claim the reason behind the higher grades lie
with the professors themselves, who are grading easier
now than they did 10 or 20 years ago. Others say it is the
students, who are more grade conscious than the
students of the 60's may have been.
Another factor that may be contributing to the higher
grades is the extended time period now available for
students wishing to drop or withdraw from a class.
Students in danger of failing a class can now drop that
class late in the term, thereby escaping a low grade.
Whatever the reason, it shouldn't really matter. The
present grading system is an arbitrary one that is
intended to measure learning. If a professor thinks a
student is doing B work, regardless of the standard bell
curve, that student should receive a B.
Grade inflation may result in grade devaluation, with
colleges and graduate schools uping their standards.
But entirely too much emphasis is already placed on
grades, and any effort to make professors grade on a
stricter basis is sure to fail.

»HELLO CHIEF? REMEMBER THAT MODEST SUM. OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS WE COULDN'T ACCOUNT FOR?..

WELL/ "I THINK ITS TURNED UP..- "

Marijuana semi-decriminalized
By WILLIAM BEBOUT
Northwest News Service
Copyright 1975
The 1973 Oregon Legislature
decided that Mary Jane ought to
be about half legitimate.
So it passed a law providing
that users of the weed known
variously as Mary Jane,
marijuana, pot, grass and just
plain "dope" or "weed," no
longer would be treated as
criminals.
Possession of less than one
ounce, said the legislators, would
be a "violation" with a maximum
fine of $100. No arrest, no record,
no big hassle.
The
Oregon
effort
at
"decriminalization" has won the
state considerable attention
nationwide. The experiment has
been pronounced generally
sucessful. Instead of fussing
around with casual users of
marijuana, law enforcement
agencies are free to concentrate
on serious crimes, including
traffic in hard drugs.
But the law, despite the good
intentions of the legislature, has
serious flaws and the 1975 session
should correct them.
The most serious flaw is the one
exposed by Marion County
District Attorney Gary Gort
maker. It is true that possession
of less than one ounce of
marijuana is a mere violation.
But when is possession only
possession? The law also
provides felony charges in cases
in which less than one ounce of
marijuana is involved if the dope
is being transported, or sold, or is
intended for sale.
Some district attorneys say

they ignore cases involving tiny
amounts of marijuana even
though, in many instances, they
could take advantage of the law
to arrest on felony charges. They
argue that the legislative intent is
clear: don't hassle small-time pot
smokers.
Gortmaker contends it isn't
that simple.
If police stop a car and the
officer sees or smells marijuana,
what should he do? If he cites for
a violation, he can do no more.
But since the marijuana is in the
car, he can arrest the driver for
transportating the weed. By
making an arrest, the officer can
take the driver and everybody
else in the car into custody. The
passengers can be charged with
frequenting a place where drugs
are used.
As a result of the arrest, the
vehicle can be searched, the
driver and the passengers in
terrogated, etc.
Gortmaker says that under an
Oregon Supreme Court decision,
the use of a violation citation
would prevent him from bringing
more serious charges later even
though they might be justified on
the basis of further investigation.
In that decision, the court ruled
that you can't arrest somebody
on one charge and later add a
more serious one.
Many DAs ignore that aspect,
but Gortmaker believes he has an
obligation to the public to play it
safe.
The legislature could, and
should, solve the problem. By
attempting to let a small user off
the hook without encouraging
marijuana use at the same time,
the legislature fumbled. That's

understandable. Society
generally hasn't figured out the
best way to react to widespread
use of a drug nobody really un
derstands. The Oregon effort to
walk the tightrope is a com
mendable experiment. But the
legislature now should take
additional steps, based on the
experience of the past two years.
Perhaps the best solution would
be to eliminate marijuana en
tirely from criminal law. But that
wouldn't set well with many
people. That's the rub, of course.
What may make the most sense
may not be realistic politically.
Thus another compromise may
be necessary.
At the least, the legislature
should fully decriminalize all
activity in marijuana involving
small
quantities.
If
the
legislature still wants to keep the
lid on dealers, it could provide
criminal sanctions for those with
more than a pound in possession.
If you've got more than a pound
of the stuff, you are probably
peddling it for profit.
The 1975 Legislature can't
solve all the problems that arise
from marijuana use. But it
should expand the experiment
begun in 1973 by making the law
more workable fo law en
forcement
agencies
and
prosecutors and less threatening
to the "average" marijuana
user.
Eventually, research will tell
us more about the nature of the
drug, and society will evolve an
attitude toward its use that can
more easily be incorporated into
our laws. In the meantime, the
middle
ground
between
everything and nothing will have
to do.
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Lamron policy
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1171 or 838 1220 ext. 347.
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Driskill responds to editorial
To the Editor:
With ASOCE elections so close
at hand, it is quite appropriate
that last week's edition of the
Lamron gave extensive coverage
to the candidates of that election.
It may be noted, however, that
the candidates did not receive
equal publicity.
Of eight candidates running for
an ASOCE position, pictures of
five were published. Of those
five, four were recommended by
the editor to be elected to the
positions they are running for. A
member of the staff indicated to
me that the other pictures had
been misplaced. If that is true, it
would seem that the appropriate
action would have been to omit
pictures of the other candidates
also, since voters may be
familiar with a candidate's face
but not the name.
As a candidate for Senate
Chairperson, it is noted that there
are portions of last week's
editorial
recommendations
which deserve comments and
elaboration. The editor stated
that my opponent has shown
more interest in Senate during
the past year than I have. That
should be understood since my
attention has been devoted to the
present responsibilities of being
Inter-Dorm Council President, a
student assistant in Barnum Hall
and serving on the Academic

Requirement and College Center
Committees.
If elected to be Senate Chair
person, my responsibility to that
position would of course be the
priority. That my attention has
been concentrated on other
worthwhile aspects of college life
should not be held against me in
this election.
The editor also indicated that
my opponent would be a better
choice to work with other
members
of
next
year's
Executive Board. My * only
comment is that perhaps the
editor should ask the other
candidates he recommends who
THEY believe they would work
with the best.
It may be argued that the
editor of a college newspaper
should not
make
personal is what can we all do together to
recommendations for individuals prevent another student from
running for student government dying alone -- certainly educated
positions, but that is not a point people like us must at the very
for me to challenge. In the least have one answer? And
editorial, it is apparently your whatever that answer is for you -privilege to make any sort of I hope you do it, (now) for her.
recommendation you choose, for For the next time, it could be. . .
any reason you choose. However, you.
the remainder of the paper
should not reflect the editor's A1 Rose
bias by omitting the pictures of
three candidates.
It is hoped that you will not
make similar discrepancies in To the Editor:
the future.
As a member of the Student
Thank you.
Welfare Committee (designated
Lily Driskill
by the Faculty Senate), I oppose
Business Director John Sparks'
proposal to assess all students,
faculty and staff members $1.50
whatever ideas you have -- but for per term for parking, whether
god's sake please do something - they use the parking facilities
anything (is better than nothing). available or not. Such a fee to
We are all confronted with a those who do not drive to campus,
senseless and a horrible death of
or who do not even own an
a fellow student. She died alone.
automobile, is inequitable and
We are yet together. And allI ask unfair.

Fee disputed

Unsafe housing disgraceful
To the Editor:
We all know the days of the 60's
and student protests are passed
and no one really even pretends
to care about anything anymore.
Nevertheless, a few days ago
something did happen that I
believe we all care about. A girl
died. She was an OCE student. As
reports have it (depending upon
which report you believe) she
was burnt alive and died with 97
per cent of her body burnt. Truth
sometimes comes in the most
horrible of ways and her death
had to be horrible to anyone.

Furthermore, on every campus
I have been that charged for
parking, fees were gradated.
That is, faculty and staff pajd
more for their parking places,
usually close to their offices, and
students paid less for "general
student parking." Since students
traditionally have little moneyand these days they (and all of
us) have even less-let us be wary
of assessing inequitable and
unfair fees.
Sincerely,
Joseph A. Soldati
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Humanities

Dorms donate
To the Editor:
As chairmen of the Mother's
March of Dimes, we feel deeply
grateful to the students of Butler,
Barnum and Landers Halls for
their assistance in the recent
drive. Nearly $50 was donated by
students in those residences.
Thank you for your generosity.
Sincerely,
Grieke Moran,
Chairman for Monmouth
Charlene Massey,
Publicity Chairman

Feb. 21
Pacific Room CC

6:30-9 p.m.

If you're itching to fly
but don't have the scratch,

Now hopefully come the facts.
Fact: the building was a fire-trap
and most if, indeed, not everyone,
knew it (including the owner).
Fact: the owner of that building
was told by the fire department to
do something about that firetrap. He didn't (do anything).
Fact: the owner of the fire-trap is
well-known as a Monmouth
slumlord who owns a good per
centage of the real estate in the
town of Monmouth. Fact: the
owner appears to be working
here at OCE in a high ad
ministrative position.

the Air Force may have the answer. One of the benefits of Air Force ROTC is flying
lessons. Enroll in Air Force ROTC, you're off, and the sky's no limit.
If college tuition money is a problem, Air Force ROTC may once again be the
answer. If you qualify, you may find you can get one of the many college scholarships
Air Force ROTC offers. And that would mean full tuition, lab and incidental fees,
textbook reimbursement, and a monthly allowance of $100,00.
Not a bad deal. Flying lessons, free tuition, and $100.00 a month, tax-free to
use as you like.
Sound great? Ask me how you can put it all together in Air Force ROTC. My
name is Major Louderback
and I'll be on your campus at the College Center-Wednesdays 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Now I ask was, or is, that owner
now acting as a responsible
''educated" person ~ a person
who collects rent money from
students, and a person who
receives yet more money from
students by being paid a high
salary in an administrative
position here at OCE? It seems to
me we all are rewarding him by
paying rent to him and allowing
him to collect yet another huge
amount of money within our
college. For what?
For him to go on being a slum
landlord; for him to go on being
indifferent to a student's death.
We
are
all
supposedly
becoming educated or are
educated. Is this how educated
people act?
What can we do: (1) everyone
who lives in one of his buildings
(and he has a lot of buildings in
Monmouth) can hold back their
rents together - yes, have a rent
strike! Until he has housing fit for
human beings to live in. (2) Write
a flood of letters to our dear
President Rice demanding more
responsible people be a part of his
administration.
(3)
Add

Put It All Together in Air Force ROTC.

February 20/ 1975
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Norwegian class offered
Compiled by DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

Chrysler in the red
DETROIT - Chrysler Corporation announced its worst year ever on
Monday with a loss of $73.5 million in the fourth quarter of 1974. Total
losses for the year totalled $52 million. Chrysler blamed its hard times
on last winter's gas shortage, inflation and the recession. The drop in
sales caught Chrysler with a staggering 140 day supply of unsold new
cars. The corporation has instituted cost reduction programs in an
effort to save money. It has also made special credit arrangements
with 200 United States banks to tide them though their financial crisis.
Chrysler is expected to be the only one of the big four car manufac
turers to report losses for 1974.

A one-term Norwegian SEEK
(Student Endeavors in Education
and Knowledge) course will be
offered spring quarter under the
Hum 407K seminar number. The
three-credit course, which will be
open to all students, will meet
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at 3 p.m. in HSS 329.
Entry cards will be available
at preregistration and thereafter
from the instructor, Maurine
Phelps, assistant professor of
Humanities, HSS 309, ext. 325.

Common cold cure claimed
TEL AVIV - A cure to the common cold may have been discovered in
the Middle East according to two Israeli scientists. The two claim that
they are on the verge of discovering a cure and if their findings are
confirmed within a year widespread immunization that could last up
to ten months might be available. The immunization is a chemical
called Poly-I-C that supposedly causes the body to release a natural
secretion that protects the body cells from cold and flu virus. This
secetion is normally neutralized by the body when a cold is contracted.

Videotapes of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and
Natural Resources hearings on
the field-burning bill will be
continued on Cablevision in
Monmouth - Independence. The
playback will be broadcast from
the Educational Media Center.
Ed Media Director Claude
Smith announced this Playback
Schedule:
Wednesday, Feb. 26, 5:30 p.m.
An evening hearing held on
Monday, Feb. 24. Three hours of
testimony by citizens divided
equally between proponents and
opponents of SB 311, the fieldburning bill.
Thursday, Feb. 27,3:30p.m. An
afternoon hearing on Tuesday,
Feb. 25, in which each side will be

U.S. oil use down
WASHINGTON, D.C. - President Ford has instituted a tariff on oil in
an attempt to reduce U. S. consumption by one million barrels a day
but according to Federal Energy Administrator Frank Zarb U.S.
consumption is already down about one million barrels a day. Higher
prices have reduced consumption to levels about one million barrels a
day below what it would have been given normal growth at lower
prices. Zarb supports the President's plan to reduce imports even
further.

Pizza party scheduled
Tickets are now on sale for a
pizza party and sing-a-long at the
Stone Lion in Independence on
Monday, March 10. The local
chapter of the MonmouthIndependence - Dallas American
Association of University Women
is sponsoring the event.
A $1 admission ticket entitles
the holder to all the beer he or she
can drink from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
No minors can be admitted.

VACUUM
CLEANERS

An old-fashioned piano sing-a
long will feature entertainment
from OCE. Proceeds from the
ticket sales will go to a fellowship
fund for a deserving graduate
student.
Tickets are available from
Mrs. Jesse Garrison 838-1077.
Mrs. Joe Weisensee 838-4127,
Mrs. James Fairchild 623-2605,
Mrs. Alan Oppliger 838-1885,
Western Auto in Independence
and R 'n' L Super Drug, Mon
mouth will also have tickets for
.sale. Tickets will be sold at the
door.
Mrs. Richard Sorenson and
Mrs. Edgar Smith are cochairmen of entertainment.

Applicants are now being
sought for eleven summer
research internship positions
with the Oregon Student Public
Interest
Research
Group,
OSPIRG.
Through its annual summer
intern
program
OSPIRG
provides Oregon students with an
opportunity to do research in
environmental, consumer or civil
-rights problem areas.
Interns, working under the
direction
of
OSPIRG's
professional staff, earn $1,000 for
a summer's work.
Selection of the interns and the
summer research topics is done

Prof named
Maxine
Warnath,
OCE
assistant professor of psychology
has been appointed to a threeyear term on the Committee on
Precollege Psychology of the
American Psychological
Association.
The committee consists of six
members selected from in
stitutions throughout the United
States. It is headed by Dr. Eli M.
Bower of the University of
California, Berkeley. Last
summer Ms. Warnath was
named coordinator of the Oregon
Teachers of Psychology which
was organized to develop
teaching and curriculum stan
dards for high school psychology
courses.

USED, BUT
LIKE NEW.
THE PERFECT
SOLUTION TO
YOUR CLEANING
PROBLEM

STOP IN
FOR RE
LAXATION AND
GREAT PIZZA!
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by OSPIRG's Intern Committee,
comprised of students from
various Oregon colleges and
universities.
All students either presently
enrolled or who will be enrolled in
Oregon colleges and universities
are eligible to apply.
Because intern projects nor
mally cover a broad range of
topics, applicants from all
fields, such as sciences, com
munications, law and social
sciences are being sought.
Applications and information
on selected projects will be
available within approximately
three to four weeks.
All interested persons may
write for application forms and
project informatin to the
OSPIRG Intern Committee, 408
S. W. Second Avenue, Room 414
Governor Building, Portland,
Ore. 97204.

CHERRY TARTS

Larson gets
foreign job
Robert "Max" Larson, assis
tant professor of Humanities and
a professor of French will find
himself in France next fall as a
result of landing a new job.
He will be the director of the
Oregon State System of Higher
Education Studies at the
University of Poitiers in France.
He and his family will be
staying in Poitiers for two to
three years where his oldest
daughter, Chris, will attend a
French lycee (high school), while
his son, Bill, and younger
daughter, Vickie, will go to a
French grade school.
Larson said he and his family
are excited about moving to
France. He has been there for
many short periods at a time, but
is anxious to perfect his French
and learn more about the culture
in France.
Poitiers is 175 miles southwest
of Paris, and is very close to the
ocean.
The Larson's plan to live in the
eastern edge of the city, close to
the college. The University of
Poitiers was founded during the
middle ages and was one of the
first universities established in
France.
In addition to Larson, there are
three students from OCE who are
planning to study next year at
Poitiers. They are Kristie
Cherry, Sue Nickerson and
Laurel Williams.
Further information on foreign
study may be obtained from
Larson or Daniel Kieszenia,
assistant
professor
of
Humanities.
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Smith said the videotapes are
being supplied by Project Lamp
(Legislative Assembly Media
Playbacks) to cable systems in
Monmouth - Independence,
Eugene and Corvallis. The
videotapes are being supplied for
educational purposes only and no
part may be duplicated without
the permission of Project Lamps.

Classwork
will
emphasize
speaking,
and
homework
assignments will give writing and
reading practice as well.
Chuck Brady, a work-study
student for the Humanities
Department, initiated the request
for the SEEK course.
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allowed an additional hour of
by
principal
testimony
spokesmen.
Monday, March 3, 5:30 p.m. An
afternoon hearing on Thursday,
Feb. 27, in which each side is
allowed an additional one-half
hour of testimony. This will be
followed by a committee work
session on the bill.

Applications available

Ford plans overseas trips
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The White House announced Monday that
President Ford tentatively plans to go to Europe and China this fall.
The European trip would be timed so that Ford could participate in a
projected Helsinki summit conference on European security. The
European trip would probably be sometime in September and the
China trip in October or November. The China trip would be to build on
the successes of former President Nixon's 1972 trip.

"Many
students
in
the
Willamette Valley have a Nor
wegian heritage and have ex
pressed an interest in learning to
speak and write a little of the
language their
grandmother
spoke."

Videotapes to play

Iran to bail out Pan Am
WASHINGTON. D.C. - The White House approved a plan Monday
that would allow Iran to buy approximately 13 per cent of ailing Pan
American Airlines. The announcement ended months of secret
negotiations that will allow Iran to help bail Pan Am out of its present
crisis. The purchase is subject to approval by the Civil Aeronautics
Board. The agreement allows Pan Am to continue as an independent
entity under its own management and the carrier would be subject to
control by the United States in the event of a military emergency. The
approval came after months of deliberation by the Ford Ad
ministration on the question of how heavily the Arabs should be
allowed to invest in United States stocks with their petrodollars.

According to Ms. Phelps, who
has lived in Norway and has
taught Norwegian, the idea of the
course is to introduce the basics
of pronunciation and grammar so
that a student will have a basis
for further study on his own if he
desires.
"Although no foreign language
is easy," she said, "Norwegian is
one of the closest languages to
English and along with Swedish
and Danish has the easiest
grammar for English speakers to
learn. It's easier than Spanish
and far easier than German."
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Gestalt training increases awareness

By CARLA BRANDON

Lamron Writer
In the early part of this century
group of German scientists
headed by Fritz Perls developed
a theory of psychoanalysis called
the Gestalt approach. The ap
proach aims to make its users
[nore aware of themselves.
Gestalt Awareness Training is
presently taught on the OCE
campus by Dr. Vinnie Miller, a
psychothrapist at the University
of Oregon counseling center.
According to Dr. Miller there
are two main purposes to the
training. 1) to increase a students
awareness; and 2) to identify
with what the student is doing or
feeling.

The student is urged to be

aware of what is going on in the
world and in himself. A main tool

for this aspect is to ask the
student what he is aware of for 10
to 15 minutes.
The purpose of this is to record
how people avoid what they are
aware of by moving into the past
or future. For instance, if a
student is aware of a pencil, he

might make the comment "Ilost
my pencil yesterday." '
Gestalt suggests that this
moving away" is for a definite
(and maybe important) reason.
The Gestalt method avoids
explanation of what this reason
may be and allows the student to
discover it for himself.
Role-playing is a method used
to help a student identify with his
feelings. One of Dr. Miller's
favorite exercises is to allow the
student to pick an object in the
room and "become" that object.
The student will speak as the
object would relating feelings
and insights of the thermometer,
picture, chair, etc.
The Gestalt theory is that the
student will notice things about
himself that he would normally
avoid if he were speaking as
himself.
In analyzing dreams, Gestalt
works with two assumptions: 1)
there are parts of yourself that
you don't accept as part of
yourself and 2) parts of your
personality may be inconflict.
The Gestaltian theory implies

Financial clean slate
possible by bankruptcy
College Press Service
Faced with a deflated bank
account, few job prospects and
heavy school debts?
Don't bother with small loans
to regain solvency, go for the big
time: declare bankruptcy.
Because of a quirk in our
economic system, bankruptcy is
the legal means of reestablishing
good credit and starting fresh
financially.
An increasing number of
students and graduate students
have turned to bankruptcy as a
way of resolving personnel debts,
according to legal sources. With
inflation and the high cost of
living, many graduate students
have started their professional
careers with debts up to $30,000
and have seen no feasible or
honest way to pay up.
"Students
don't
take
bankruptcy lightly," said Beth
Karren, the legal advisor at the
University of California at
Berkeley. "There's a real moral
stigma attached to it and they
usually come in quite a few times
before they decide to go ahead
with the proceedings."
There is also a financial
stigma. Stereos, radios, sports
equipment, furniture and other
material goods are all taken
away when bankruptcy is
declared. Bankrupt students can
usually wave bye-bye to credit
cards and loans for the next
several years. Proven to be
unreliable,they also face possible
discrimination by future em
ployers.
Yet bankruptcies are so easy to
obtain that students for the most
represent themselves in
court. In fact, all students Have to
do is convince the judge that their
abilities outweight their assets,
ust any property and name their
creditors and amounts owed. The
Process usually lasts about half
an hour.
The cumulative effect of
student bankruptcies, however,
t^vebeen severe. The University
California at Berkeley abcrbed $303,364 in uncollected
udent loans last year; this year,
dpf°S? the country, students will
ault on 1,500 federally insured
biirS ^edebt approached half a
lon dollars and has threatened
2® existence of the federal
st^ent loan program,
in mSPr°grani, which has been
dktl Gt! ect since 1966> has
p nbuted$7 billion to more than
el>ruary
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4 million students. It has been
predicted that 24 per cent of the
outstanding loans will never be
repaid. The 1975 fiscal budget
originally estimated that the
student loan loss would hit $134
million but the figure has since
been revised to $245 million.
As of now, anyone may file for
bankruptcy and there is no
minimum or maximum debt
limit. The cost for petition is $50
and it is not necessary to obtain
legal counsel.
Bankruptcies are handled only
by federal courts but property
exemptions are determined by
state law. The normal exemp
tions -- property that a person
can hang on to after declaring
bankruptcy ~ include clothing, a
percentage of wages, basic
unpretentious transportation and
occupational tools.
The ease with which student
borrowers obtain bankruptcies
has prompted two California
congressmen to sponsor a bill
which would exempt student
federal loans from bankruptcy
laws.
In the meantime, bankrupt
students have one good thing
going: some banks consider
academic bankrupts a good
credit risk because of students'
potential earning power and
because federal law prohibits
them from filing bankruptcy
again for six years.

that these personality conflicts express it in a contstructive
will appear often in dreams if manner. As the student in
they are supressed in everyday tegrates the trait, it will probably
not show up in his dreams.
Again, role-playing is used to
Dr. Miller states, "It is a
analyze what personality con question of making it a creative
nects may be evident. After the adjustment to life rather than a
student relates his dream, he is thing that is out of your control."
urged to play the role of one of the
The whole idea behind the
objects in the dream. The parts of Gestalt theory is for each person
yourself that you do not accept to take responsibility for what
will show up in the dream as they are. Instead of saying "He
objects or persons other than you. made me angry" a person should
As a person identifies with the say "I'm angry myself." In other
object the image of a supressed words, "I'm the one who is doing,
personality trait will get a chance thinking, feeling."
The advantage of analyzing
to become part of that person
again. Gestalt urges the student dreams in the Gestaltian manner
is that you may experience
to integrate this personality trait yourself for the first time as what
into himself and be allowed to you are.

Another advantage is that after
integrating the conflicting per
sonality trait is that you should be
able to express when you need to
express it.
The Gestalt approach is very
different from previous ap
proaches to dream-analyzation.
Gestalt suggests that each
symbol in a dream is different for
each person as compared to
another idea that all symbols are
the same for all people.
Analyazation of dreams can be
an individual process but Dr.
Miller stated the advantage to
having another person is to help
the "dreamer" keep on track and
help him if he gets stuck.

Anti ERA sentiment growing
College Press Service
With the ratification of only
four more states needed to
approve the Equal Rights
Amendment to the United States
Constitution, there is a growing
movement to prevent the passage
of the amendment.
So far, the ERA side is winning.
The proposed amendment has
been ratified by 34 states, four
short of the necessary 38 states to
make it part of the U.S.
constitution. This gap may soon
be filled, ERA backers have
predicted and point to four states
- Illinois, Missouri, North
Carolina and Oklahoma - as
likely prospects for favorable
action.
Anti-ERA lobbying, however,
has paid off. Two of the 34 proERA states, Nebraska and
Tennessee, have since rescinded
their
previous
approvals,
although there has been some
doubt about the legal validity of
such action.
The ERA controversy has
revolved around several key
arguments. The following is a
synopsis of both sides of the
conflict, and is based oh
statements and literature from
ERA foes like the League of
Housewives and ERA supporters
like the National Organization for
Women and the Citizens'
Advisory Council on the Status of
Women.
Anti-ERA: The ERA will
destroy the family.
Pro-ERA: The ERA will have
no effect on private actions, only
those which are regulated by law.
Husbands and wives will continue
to make their own decisions
about their personal lives.
Anti-ERA: The ERA will do
away with a husband's obligation
to support his wife and children.
Pro-ERA: All states require a

DATA TYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE

husband to support his wife and
children and some require
husbands and wives to support
each other. These laws, however,
are not enforced unless a
marriage breaks up and one of
the partners files for divorce or
charges nonsupport.
The courts have ruled that a
married women living with her
husband can only get what he
chooses to give her. In some
"community-property" states he
even controls her earnings and
property. According to the New
York Bar Association, the ERA
would require married couples to
support each other. Where one is
the chief wage earner and the
other runs the home, the wage
earner would be obliged to
support the homemaker.
Anti-ERA: The ERA will end a
husband's obligation to pay
alimony and child support.
Pro-ERA: Under the ERA,
alimony and child support would
be based on circumstance, not
sex. If one marriage partner had
been the money maker and the
other had no resources, that
person would get alimony. If one
partner has custody of the child,
the other would be required to
make support payments.
Anti-ERA: Women workers
will lose protective restrictions
and be forced to lift heavy

weights and work long hours.
Pro-ERA: Until recently, laws
in many states limited the
number of hours women could
work or the weights they could
life in certain jobs, regulated
their working conditions for other
jobs and banned them altogether
from still others. Some rules
were helpful; others simply kept
women from better jobs.
Many of these restrictions were
the target of sex-discrimination
complaints filed under Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act. As a
result, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission has
ruled such laws invalid.
Anti-ERA: Young women will
be drafted and forced into
combat duty.
Pro-ERA: Today there is no
draft.for anyone. Still, several
hundred
thousand
women
volunteers are serving in the
armed services. Under the ERA,
women would be required to
register with Selective Service
Boards.
If there should be a draft again,
they would be subject to the same
physical tests as men and receive
assignments based on their
capacities. As always, any
person who has the prime
responsibility for caring for a
child would be exempt from the
draft

OREGON CABLEViSION
CO. ANNOUNCES:
SCHEDULE ON CHANNEL 11.
Watch This Ad
For Biweekly Movie Listings.

2 Sylvan St. - Rutherford, N. J. 07070
(201) 933-6222

Termpaper & Thesis Research - Lowest Rates From $2.50 PgMon.-Fri. 9:30-6 ~ Sat. 10-4 - Campus Jobs Available

Pool, Pinball
Ping Pong
Air Hockey
Hot Sandwiches
A Place for Fun & Games!
Mon.-Fri. -4p.m.-ll p.m.
Sat. -1 p.m.-ll p.m.
Sun. -1 p.m.-10p.m.

Family Fun & Recreation

February 25
5:30 p.m. - "Beyond LSD"
Covers the communication gap between parents and
teenagers; explains why alienation may lead to drug use.
6:15 p.m. - "Genius of the Transistor"
How the transistor was developed at Bell Telephone,
and its evolution to date.
February 27
5:30 p.m. - "Far Away Places in Pictures"
Explores exotic lands of Turkey, Iran, Pakistan and
their cultures.
6:30 p.m. - "The Restless Sea"
A study of oceanography including characteristics of
sea water, currents and animal life.

See Ed Media for further listings

625

Court St.
Dallas
Phone 623-3241 (Dallas)
838-0082 (Monmouth)

386 S. High - Independence
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Steve Lady in the part of Kokol.
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The cast of Peter Weiss' "Marat Sade" made Its debut last night, and will perform Thur
sday, Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. In the OCE Little Theatre.

Unusual make-up and a bizarre costume helps Rick Cavens
dramatize the part of the Herald.

Play continues through weekend
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer
" 'Marat Sade' is one of the most
politically and socially relevant plays of
our time," said Alan Klein, who is cast as
Jean-Paul Marat in the OCE winter term
play "Marat Sade" by Peter Weiss.
"Marat Sade" will continue at 8:15 p.m.
tonight Friday and Saturday, Feb. 20 to 22
in the OCE Little Theatre. Tickets are
available in the College Center Office.
Prices are $1.50 students, $2.00 adults and
$1 children.
"The play is a discussion of and about
man, his culture and his value systems,"
Steve Hurst stated. Hurst is cast in the
lead role as the Marquis De Sade.
Other cast members include Rick
Cavens as the Herald, Neil Haugen as
Duperret, Ken Hermens as Jacques Roux
and Brian Porter as Coulmier. Jan Mat
thews and Roberta Story have the female
leads as Charlotte Corday and Simonne
Evrard.
Members of the musical quartette are
Clint Kelly as Cucurucu, Gene Ladassev as
Polpoch, Steve Lady as Kokol and Kathy
Eckerman as Rossignol.
More than 30 students have been cast as
patients in the institution, Coulmier's
family or as orchestra members.
The production, under the direction of
Robert Page, associate professor of
Humanities and assistant director Cindy
Bynum, sophomore, has been described as
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"total theatre." It relies not only on acting
but also on music, dancing and pan
tomime.
"Marat Sade" is a musical extremely
different from the traditional musicalcomedy. It is definitely not a comedy in the
traditional sense. Dr. Ronald Wynn is
in charge of the musical portion of the
show.
The play is set in 1808 inside the
Charenton insane asylum in France.
Charenton was an institution for all whose
behavior had made them socially unac
ceptable, whether they were lunatics or
not.
Charenton is recreated in the Little
Theatre through use of cages for the in
mates and diases for Sade and Marat. The
back wall of the theatre is used instead of a
back drop. Dr. Allen Adams, professor of
Humanities, heads the technical
production.
Costumes range from basic hospital
gowns with few accessories to Parisian
finery for Coulmier, director of Charenton,
and his family. TTie musical quartette
combines extremely unusual make-up
with bizare hats and accessories to accent
their roles. Handling costumes for the
production is Mr. Richard Davis, assistant
professor of Humanities.
"We should have different type plays
performed here," Page said. "That is why
this particular play was chosen."
Peter Weiss' play is based on historical
fact. The Marquis De Sade was placed in

the institution Charenton for 13 years
during the French Revolution.
During the time he spent in Charenton,
from 1801 until his death in 1814, Sade
wrote and produced plays. These plays
were acted out by Sade and the inmates of
the asylum. Exclusive Paris circles
considered it a rare pleasure to attend one
of Sade's theatrical works, according to
the author.
"Marat Sade" deals with an encounter
between Sade and Jean-Paul Marat, a
French revolutionary. In real life Sade and
Marat never were imprisoned together in
Charenton. Sade spoke the memorial
address for Marat not out of friendship but
to save his own life. At the time, his name
was on the list marked for the guillotine.
"What interests me in bringing together
Sade and Marat is the conflict between an
individualism carried to extreme lengths,
and the idea of a political and social
upheaval," Peter Weiss stated.
The play shows the conflicting ideas of
the two men.
Marat's death in the play corresponds
with history's record of his death.
Saturday, July 13, 1873, Charlotte Corday
came to his door three times before she
gained entry and stabbed him.
Other characters portrayed in the play
who were actually involved in the French
Revolution are Jacques Roux, a former
priest who surpassed Marat in his rabblerousing and passionate pacifism, and
Duperret, the Girondist deputy and, a
conservative patriot.
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Lamron
Entertainment
MUSIC
Tower of Power will be recording a live
album when they perform with Taj Mahal
tomorrow night at Paramount Northwest in
Portland. Tickets are $6 in advance and are
available at Meier and Frank.
Jesse Colin Young comes to Paramount
Northwest at 8 p.m. March 2. Tickets are S6
The March 8 concert of Robin Trauer has
been sold out but there is another concert
scheduled for 8 p.m. March 9 at Paramount
Northwest. Tickets are $6.
Average White Band will perform at
Paramount Northwest April 4. Tickets are S6
in advance and $7 the day of the show

century creators and performers at 10 p.m.
on Ch. 8
"Madame Curie," starring Greer Garson
and Walter Pidgeon, shows on the Talkies at
11 30 p.m. on Ch. 6.
Sunday, Feb. 23
Representatives of the IRS explain
changes in procedures this year and give tax
tips, and three Indian poets will read and
discuss modern Indian poetry on Columbia
Crossroads at 9 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Monday, Feb. 24
"The Benny Goodman Story," starring
Steve Allen and Donna Reed depicts
Goodman's life from youth through his
Carnegie Hall band concert at 12 30 p m. on
Ch 12.
MOVIES AND THEATRE

Kathy Thompson will give a recital at 5
p.m. Sunday in the Music Hall Auditorium.
There will be an Early Music Concert at 8
p.m. Feb. 24 in the Music Hall Auditorium.
ART

Doctors, hospitals and a complicated love triangle are all part of a spoof of daytime
television In the comic opera " Gallantry." The opera will be performed at 8 p.m. Feb. 28
and March T In the Music Hall Auditorium. Cast members from left are Jeff Plummer of
Sweet Home, DebllynJanota
of Stay ton. Mark Wood of Dallas and Melissa Maler of Salem.

Two comic operas set
The

Oregon

College

of

Education's Opera Workshop will
present two short comic operas in

the Music Hall Auditorium at 8
p.m., February 28 to March 1.
Different casts will assume the
roles on Friday and Saturday
nights in Menotti's "The
Telephone" and Douglas Moore's
"Gallantry."
In the first, the telephone is the
third side of the usual love
triangle. Whenever Ben, played
by Lane Shetterly, sophomore
from Dallas, gets up nerve to
propose to his sweetheart Lucy,
played by Cindy Carder,
sophomore from Lebanon, and
Lynn Maus, senior from Salem,
she becomes involved in a long
telephone conversation.
How Ben finally triumphs over
his rival furnishes the climax for

Menotti's 20-minute comic opera.
Accompanist
for
"The
Telephone" is John Schrenk from
Dallas. Both operas are directed
by Ewan Mitton, associate
professor of music.
"Gallantry" is a 40-minute
comic opera parodying television
soap operas of the doctor-hospital
type.
The stage is set with hospital
paraphenalia, two television
cameras borrowed from OCE's
educational media department
complete the illusion of a
television performance, and
doctor's gowns and nurse
uniforms are borrowed from
Salem Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Gregg, played by Jeff
Plummer and Walter Miller,
wants to make love to nurse Lola,
played by Melinda Rolen, and

Melissa Maier. Lola, however, is
engaged to Donald. Donald, a
patient in the hospital, is played
by Mark Wood and James Clinton
Kelly.
Meanwhile it is discovered that
Dr. Gregg is married and he
threatens to kill Donald if Lola
does not kiss him.
At this point the program is
interrupted for a commercial by
the announcer, Debilyn Janota,
senior from Stayton, and a danc
er, Salem actress Helen Vick,
trips in spraying the floor with
the product, Billy Boy wax. Also
on the product list is Lochinvar
soap, coyly promoted at other
moments of suspense in the plot.
Michelle Ann Smith is the ac
companist for "Gallantry." Sets
for the two operas were made by
the OCE drama department.

Ferrante and Teicher

Piano duo welcomed back
By SUE STRONG
Lamron Writer
A near capacity crowd filled
the Salem Armory last Friday
night, Feb. 14, as the Willamette
Valley welcomed back the world
renowned piano duo of Ferrante
and Teicher for another evening
of entertaining and relaxing
music.
Dressed in light royal blue
suits, Arthur Ferrante and Louis
Teicher started the evening off
with a medley of eight popular
songs including "Leaving on a
Jet Plane," "The Apartment,"
and "Aquarius."
Other musical numbers in
cluded a medley of Simon and
Larfunkle songs, along with "The
^possible Dream," "Clair de
Lune," songs from the Broadway

shows "Sound of Music" and
"Kismit," "Ole Man River"
from "Showboat," "The Sting,"
and "Col. Bogey."
The most intriguing piece they
played was an original com
position called "African Echoes"
in which the piano took on
qualities of other instruments by
placing things on the strings or
hammers inside the piano.
Ferrante and Teicher each took
turns humorously introducing
themselves and the pieces they
were to play. One humorous
sketch depicted the two per
formers as 6-year-olds again
practicing a duet at the Juilliard
Conservatory in New York,
where they formerly met while
studying. The two then played a
duet on one piano with all the

humorous embellishments. As
Ferrante saidlater, "we fit on the
piano bench much better when
we were six."
The two hour concert ended
after two encores, "Exodus" and
"Love Story," and a standing
ovation.
It has been said by critics that
the more two people are together,
the more alike they become. This
certainly is true of these two
men, for after being together as a
team for more than thirty years,
they look and talk remarkably
alike.
Anyone who missed the op
portunity to see these talented
artists perform the last two years
that they have been in this area
will have another chance when
they return in February, 1976.

The works of Myla Keller, a Salem artist,
remain on display at the Willamette
University Fine Arts Gallery until Feb. 26.
Viewing hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday. Sunday shows are from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m.
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An exhibit of the works of four Oregon
artists, including three OCE graduates, will
be on display at the Apollo Gallery at
Sprague High School through Feb 28.
Gallery hours are 9:30a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
The Oregon Private Colleges and
Universities Invitational Art Exhibit will be
on display in Gallery 107 of Campbell Hall
until March 18. The display will be open from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

| ' W e s t i v o r l d '§

Grants Pass artist Curtis Otto, is currently
showing his paintings at Bush Barn, 600
Mission Street, Salem. Hours are 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 1 p.m
to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Watercolors by Phil Tyler are being shown
at Keller Gallery, 405 Court St. N.E , Salem.
Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
Kris Hotvedt prints are on display in the
College Center until March 15.
The latest works of painter Demetrios
Jameson are being exhibited at Keller
Gallery in Salem until March 15 Gallery
hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5 30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
TELEVISION
Thursday, Feb. 20
Big city prostitution as big business is
discussed on the "Tomorrow Show" at 1 a.m.
on Ch. 8. Tom Snyder's guests include the
head of a call girl service, who claims it is
the oldest and most profitable in New York,
two call girls and an investigative reporter
"Attack on Terror: The FBI versus the
Klu Klux Klan," the first of a two part
presentation,
relates
a
factual
dramatization of the story of civil rights
workers murdered in the South at 9 p.m. on
Ch. 6.
Friday, Feb. 21
Captain Cousteau investigates the riches
seeking divers who gather coral from the
bottom of the Mediterranean Sea on "The
Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau" at 8
p.m. on Ch. 2.
Saturday, Feb. 11
Gene Kelly hosts the "1975 Entertainment
Hall of Fame Awards" honoring the 20th

:ures'one

*n brass the other

stone.
Unfi^d University has entries
oi
01 stonewar
re and photo-collages.
February

20, 1975

scheduled
A vacation world where
guests can act out all their
fantasies by the use of
computerized robots turns
into a nightmare in
"Westworld," to be shown
Friday in the College
Center Pacific Room.
Michael Crichton, author
of the bestselling books The
Andromeda Strain and
Terminal Man, wrote and
directed
the
movie.
Something goes wrong with
the programming of the
robots during the vacation
and they turn against the
humans.
Richard Benjamin and
James Brolin star in the
movie, and Yui Brynner is
featured as the gunslinger
robot.
The movie will be shown
at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m., and
is rated PG.
Cost is $1 adults, 50 cents
ages 7 to 12, and children
less than six free.
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ACTION
THEATRE
Many different films
for your viewing
11-11 daily
1-7 Sunday

NEEDART
SUPPLIES?

.

_ . . V
Rated ^

UNDERGROUND
COMICS

We have what you're
looking for, and more.

In assorted brands including 'Zap' and
'Freak Brothers'
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"West World" will be shown in the Coffee
Shop at 6 30and9p.m. Friday, Feb. 21
Capitol Theatre, Salem
"The Strongest
Man in the World."
Elsinore Theatre, Salem
"Claudine"
plus co hit "Lady Sings the Blues."
Lancaster Mall Quad Cinema, Salem
"Young Frankenstein," "Murder on the
Orient Express." "Birds Do It, Bees Do It"
plus "The Hellstrom Chronicle " and
"Airport 1975."
South Salem Drive In
"Mean Streets."

Exhibi
•it opens
Sunday, Feb. 16, marked the
opening of the Oregon Private
^°Heges and Universities In'tational Art Exhibit in
^mpbell Hall. The exhibit will
n through March 18 with
fuery hours from 8 a.m. to 5
P-m. daily.
rJJle exbibit is coordinated by

"Marat Sade" will be presented in the
OCE Little Theater tonight, Friday and
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are SI 50 for
students and are available in the College
Center

Join our new swingers club
(inquire at store)

commercial
book /tore.Inc.

>

Ph. 364-0792
175 Commercial N.E., Salem

120 COMMERCIAL STREET N.E. SALEM, OREGON 97301
TELEPHONE 363-3162
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Nigerians add depth
By MIKE ROONEY
Lamron Sports Editor

A few local sports happenings are of considerable
interest to OCE students and faculty.
Women's track coach Jacqueline Rice welcomes the
return of an experienced squad and is heading her girls
toward the national meet in Corvallis later this spring.
Coach Rice got two pleasant surprises at the beginning
of this term when two Nigerian track performers
arrived unexpectedly on the Monmouth campus.
The two girls are Emilia Edet and Evelyn Okeke. Miss
Rice welcomed the girls whole-heartedly and said,
"Their addition should make us even stronger."
Both girls were in Corvallis working through an ex
change program from the Nigerian government earlier
in the school year but were not going to school. They
were working out with Bernie Wagner's track team at
Oregon State but coach Wagner was not quite sure what
to do with them.
The girls then decided to go to school but were refused
admittance at OSU due to problems with their visas and
also because their previous schooling did not meet
OSU's standards. They had no SAT scores or CTAT
scores to prove their competencies, so they were not
allowed to enroll at OSU.
Because OCE has less stringent and more flexible
admittance rules, and also an outstanding track
program, the girls registered here. Miss Edet is 23 years
old, although this is the first time she has attended
college. She has previously run the TOO meter hurdles in
14.2 and has zipped through the 100 yard dash in 10.5.
Coupled with Norma Pyle, who runs a 14.5 in the hur
dles, the team should be pretty unstopable in that
department.
Benita Lloyd and Sandy Herbert should combine with
Miss Edet to make an outstanding sprint team.
Twenty-three year old Evelyn Okeke is a shot putter
and part time discus thrower who will add depth to the
already strong OCE 'weight' events. She too is making
her first atempt at college and as Miss Rice stated "is
catching on very quickly."
Miss Okeke has put the shot 46 feet in competition and
throws the discus only occasionally, but still has
managed to throw the platter 130 feet in practice. In the
shot put she joins three of the finest putters in the north
west that are all on the OCE team. Betty Ledgerwood,
Annie Wells and Kathy Bryant are those standouts, the
latter of which holds the school record in the shot with a
heave of 44.5 feet.
The discus has been a traditionally weak event for the
OCE team. Miss Okeke and Miss Bryant would give the
Wolfettes the strength they need in that event.
Qualifying disfance in the shot for the nationals in
Corvallis late this spring is 37.7, while the standard in
the 100-yard dash is 11.3.
Both Nigerians are experienced performers and have
competed in such international events as the PanAmerican Games. They are supported completely by
their government, which have funded many of their
trips abroad.

Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ

Senior gymnast Pepper Menslng soars after a vault in a recent victory over University of
Oregon,

TRAdiTiONAl...
CONTEMpORARy

clAssic...

A
From a blaze of
diamonds to a
simple circlet
of gold, we set
your bridal
scene apart
with rare
elegance and
radiant beauty.
Be it traditional,
contemporary or
classic, our
"tie the knot"
ring collection
is complete.

+++
Another track 'flash' comes from the National Indoor
in Greensboro, North Carolina. Lloyd Graves finished
fourth among the nation's finest collegiate shot putters.
He made a heave of 52.8 that he was rather disappointed
in since he qualified with a toss of 52-10 in the Oreqon
Indoor three weeks ago.
Another OCE student competed in last weekend's
meet. Jim Bean, rated as one of the top race walkers in
the nation, was disqualified from his event for walking
so fast that the judges couldn't see his feet. Five of the
top six walkers in the country were disqualified from the
race. In other words, the judges wanted the walkers to
walk fast -- but not too fast!

+++
Mary Boynton's women's basketball team is going as
strong as ever. Although they lost their last game at
Southern Oregon the girls have beaten University of
Oregon and Willamette. In their loss to SOC the girls
from Ashland needed a shot at the buzzer to nip the
^'ting OCE girls. Jane Ellis and Sherry Adams led the
Wolfettes in scoring with 12 apiece.
Cheryl Brown's JV team is headed to Willamette for
an all day tournament Friday and Saturday. The
jayvees are coming off a 32-21 win over Willamette last
Tuesday and are looking to extend their good play into
the Southern "B" Tournament.

390 State & Liberty

Also Lloyd Center, Portland
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B-ballers shot down by Kni^ht«
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Sf's«"~kb.d^i»u.n«d'!Mensing keys gymnasts|
Ssv-sEisra
grabbing

OCE's
OCE's basketball team was S.S
rebounds.

SOme

of

his

eight

earlv ntL^f

Wa,rnerthe lead

Victorians in
a four
way meet
Y'ctorians
in a
four way
meet
Friday night, Feb. 14, OCE's
women's gymnastic team will
take a weekend off in preparation
to host the Pacific Northwest
Regionals Feb. 28 and March 1.
The
Friday,
Feb.
28
preliminaries will start at 1 p.m.
and 7 p.m. with the Saturday
finals starting at 7 p.m.
The regionals competition will
be held in OCE's new physical
education building. A donation
toward
expenses
will
be

expec
expected, but no admission is
charged.
star"' ZTJ'!1tW0 buckets to
Approximately 20 teams from
mln 1
u 0 glve 0CE a four
Alaska, Washington, Montana,
W
Kmaht,
1t mstrumental in the
Idaho and Oregon will be
fthey held onto
Knights offensive push in the first Es t?,* 6ntlre
half until
competing. The top six. con
tesVfiL
lastbvemmutes.
It
was
then
that
half while scoring 14 of his total 20
testants in each event, the top six
the Warner shooters got back on
points in an eight minute surge
all-arounds and the top four
the rack after a 15 minute
Akers also contributed seven
teams will qualify for the
assists.
Hartford and Akers,
national competition.
ho
both
had
20
counters
for
the
The Wolves fell behind by 16
OCE
gymnastics
coach
P°'nts w'th eight minutes gone
LJarred' wh0 nonaged
LeWayne Brewer said, "There
22, all took their turns hitting
will be some exciting competition
gam^tosethe^ Thl l° gw their
almost
at
will fr0m the
as the entrants are the Pacific
perimeter.
of Dean^arek
Northwest best, all competing to
Gary Johnson joined "OC" in
Lathen and red-hot
Mike
go to nationals. Debbie Hallie and
the
twenties
in
scoring
as
he
O Conner started to bring the
Laurel Anderson (Seattle Pacific
Wolves back and dwindle the poured in 22 points to help the
University) are two of last year's
CE cause. Lathen, Marek and
Warner lead steadily.
national champions who will be
each got eight points
"OC" came off the bench and ^
competing."
/
while Anderson also contributed
he and his comrades turned the
Brewer said of his teams
OCE's soccer team placed
15 rebounds.
game around. All it took was a
chances, "We should do fairly
Johnson, Winters, Marek and second in the fourth annual
hefty screen from Anderson to
well." As for individual per
Pacific
University
Indoor
Soccer
Dorsey Smith all played in their
Marek and the mop-topped kid
formances he said, "Pepper
Tournament last Saturday at
last
games
at
OCE
as
they
will
be
from Aloha High School con
Mensing (a senior), Maria
Forest Grove.
lacing graduation ceremonies
Burnham (jr.), Terry Ekstrom
verted it into two points for the
Indoor soccer is a scaled down
this spring.
(soph), Debbie Jackson (frosh),
Wolfpack. The junior guard had
version
of
regular
soccer,
in
The Wolves close out the season
Diane Stowaser (soph) and
18 of his game-high 24 points in
on the road next Friday and which 7 men instead of the usual
Candy Bold (jr.) have a good
that decisive spurt that brought
Saturday. They face top-notched 11 play on each team. The chance to place, as do any of the
the Wolves from 16 points down to
01T in Klamath Falls on Friday tournament was held inside the girls on our team."
a 42-42 tie at intermission.
night and finish up their EVCO Paeific University Field House,
Brewer's squad scored an 86.55
While the Wolves were on fire
schedule in Ashland against which has a synthetic turf floor.
to beat Pacific University (83.65)
the Knights cooled off. Don
OCE
made
a
strong
showing
in
Southern Oregon. Both teams
Eastern
Washington* State
Jarred showed why he is among
whalloped the Wolves earlier in the opening round when it beat College (79.4) and Linn Benton
the Northwest's leading scorers
the season and OCE will be Linfield College 8 to 4. Offensive Community College in a four way
by
gunning
consistently
seeking their tenth and eleventh players Solomon Tekle, Shemles
meet last Friday. Pepper
throughout the game. Jarred
Gesesse and "Woody" Admassu
wins of the season.
Mensing was a close second to
blasted the powerful shots at the
Pacific's Cindy Wacker in allLinfield players and spectators
around competition. Ms. Wacker
watching the game.
scored an 8.17 and Ms. Mensing a
Superb ball control and ac
7.77. Linn Benton's Donna
By STEVE GEIGER
curate shooting by Abraham
Colwell for the class cham
his second match of the tourney Demesse, Dick Shea and Betre Karling was third with a 7.76.
Lamron Writer
pionship.
In floor exercise Linn Benton's
when he was decisioned by the Melse added strength and scores
Sears won the heavyweight eventual weight class champion
Ms. Karling took first
place
to the games outcome. Even
OCE's wrestling team took a
class with a 7-2 decision over Bob
honors with an 8.20 score, with
Pierce
of
Eastern
defensive man Mike Edwards
second place finish in the
Brian Cam of Oregon Institute of Washington 4-0. Parsons went on
OCE's Ms. Mensing grabbing
had his chance when he slammed
Evergreen Conference
Tour
second place with an 8.1 tally.
Technology. Sears pinned two to defeat OIT's Norman in their
a powerful mid-field shot at the
nament
in
Klamath
Falls opponents along the way to get
Ms. Mensing took first place
final
match
to
capture
third
goal,
only
to
have
it
ricochet
off
Saturday, Feb. 15, being out- into the finals.
honors (6.90) in the balance beam
place.
Rolen
won
his
final
match
the
goal
post.
scored by first place Southern
competition
with
Eastern
OCE also picked up two at 158 over the Owls' Elbert 2-1.
OCE again showed its power
Oregon College 1301 -2-111V2.
Washington's Linda Chulas
seconds, two thirds and a three Rolen lost his first match by 8-1 to
when
it
beat
Concordia
College
9
Nine Wolves competed in the 10 fourth place finish in the tourney.
grabbing second.
weight classes, with every OCE Terry Danialson took second in Dan Older of Central Washington to 5 in the semifinal match. * Ms. Wacker won unevens
man getting fourth place or the 150 pound class, losing close 5- in the second round after Goalkeeper Greg Fishwick put on competition with a 9.0 score,
better in the seven team tour 4 decision to SOC's Jeff Noon in receiving a bye in the first. Rolen a fine performance of goal while OCE's Maria Burnham
then defeated Mosick of Western tending that kept Concordia from
nament.
(8.1) and Debbie Jackson (7.7)
the final match. OCE's Larry
Freshman Roger Rolen at 134 Monagon also took a second place Washington 18-2 and Elbert to scoring many more times.
took second and third respec
In the final game OCE lost to a
pounds and Steve Sears at when he lost a 2-0 decision to take third place honors.
tively.
Frank Smyth at 118, Jon Davis strong Portland Community
heavyweight took first place Central Washington's Rockey
Ms. Wacker also won the
at
142
and
Warren
Hughes
at
167
College
team
by
a
score
of
5
to
4.
finishes for OCE. Rolen won a 12- Isley in the final match.
vaulting competition with a 9.0
each took fourth places in their Each player, including Yohanes
3 decision in the final match of
score, with Ms. Karling (Linn
Jon Parsons at 126 and Rick
the 134 pound class, defeating Rolen at 158 each placed third in weight classes. OCE did not Tadesse, Hagos Kidane and Benton) and Ms. Mensing taking
Theodros
Wondirad,
put
on
a
fine
wrestle
anyone
at
177
pounds.
Eastern
Washington's
Rick their weight classes. Parson lost
second and third respectively.
Coach Gale Davis and his men performance of power and
Last Tuesday evening the team
will travel to Ashland, the home finesse, but could not score the
got some competition from
of Southern Oregon College, this needed goal to put the game into
University of Oregon but rode a
weekend to participate in the a tie. OCE did, however, bring
fine effort by Pepper Mensing to
NAIA
District
2
Wrestling home the first soccer trophy in
a 90.15-87.65 victory over the
Tournament.
OCE's history.
visiting Ducks.
Winning the balance beam,
Por Sale: Head 205 skis, $60. Caravelle
Ride Needed: to Vancouver, B.C. (or as
menated skis with step-in bindings
floor exercise and vaulting, Ms.
far as Seattle) by Wednesday, March
19. Will help with gas. Contact
Mensing was nearly flawless with
spcnos*30' 'f interested leave note in
Marilyn Branoner, 838 5992, 500 Jay
the exception of the unevens
Lane No. 3.
Lloyd Graves placed fourth in expenses, said that had the
Personal: A. "Quintessence of dust" is
where two falls kept her from
in the air. J.
the nation for OCE at the NAIA judging been good, Bean would winning the all-around com
Car Pool Wanted: All students com
muting from Corvallis to OCE are
have
won
the
race
going
away.
indoor track and field meet.
Term Papers: Canada's largest service,
petition.
asked to leave their name and phone
or catalogue send $2 to: Essay
Spinas also said that he only
Graves put the shot 52'8" in the
number in the ASOCE office. A car
Maria Burnham did come
or vices, 57 Spadina Ave., No. 208,
pool for spring term is being formed,
Greensboro, N.C. meet last sends people to the meet that he
°nto, Ontario, Canada.
through on the unevens for OCE
and will be coordinated through the
thinks
will
place,
which
is
why
Saturday,
Feb.
15.
ASOCE office in the College Center.
with a victory on an 8.4 score.
F°a*a,e: lndian jewelry
silver tur
All interested students are asked to
Jim Bean, an OCE race walker, Graves and Bean were the only Debbie Jackson was fourth in
leave their name and phone number.
rinJf6' coral' necklaces, bracelets
placed third but was disqualified two competitors from OCE.
See The Red Vase, 113
p AA
that event.
^a,n St., Monmouth.
The first outdoor meet for OCE
For Sale: 1961 VW bug. Good
because of his technique. He
When the meet came down to
mechanical condition. Good tires.
is March 8 at the OSU Preview
wasn't
alone
though,
as
five
of
an
$450. Call 838 £357 or 623 2055.
the final event it was Ms.
11 man field were disqualified in meet. The first home meet will be Mensing that stole the show even
°nffSa,e: 68 Mercury Cougar. Best
offer. Call 838-4721.
For Sale: GE electric stove, good con
the race. Coach Don Spinas, who the Oregon Relays the following
though Sharon Smith from U of O
dition. Call 838 2834 after 6:30 p.m.
didn't go to the meet to save on weekend.
turned in a strong performance.
She kept away from any faulters
thoughout her routine and was
beaming with smiles before,
IN INDEPENDENCE
during and after her per
over to the Short
formance. Her poise and talent
won her the event with a score of
for fine beverages,
* "We Babv Your Bug"
8.55 which was not quite enough
points for her to win the all"Our Work & Prices
sandwiches, pool,
around from Ms. Smith.
Are Second to None"
Teri Ekstrom turned in a
games and a lot of
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
spunky routine that earned her
MAJOR MOTOR OVERHAUL
second place with a 7.7 score, a
friendly people.
PAINT AND BODY WORK
tenth of a point ahead of a U of O
TUNE UPS
performer.
to a free-shooting and
running team last Saturday
night, Feb. 15, when Warner
pacific paid a
visit to the
Monmouth campus. The result of
this meeting was an 86-81 victory
for the Knights that put a damper
on OCE's attempt to win five of
their last seven games.
The Wolves came back from an
eight point deficit to within one
point of the Knights on
on aa rebound
rebound
basket by John Anderson with 2V22
basket
minutes to go in the contest. A
Warner fast break was answered
by a Gary Lathen driving layin,
although he missed the following
free throw that would have tied
the game.
Moments later Gary Johnson
hit a 20-foot jumper. The Wolves
then forced a turnover and
• Raisin" again shot and missed a
20-footer. He followed his shot
persistently and got the tip that
brought OCE closer.
Two uncontested hoops by the
Knights put the Wolves away for
good as the Wolves failed to
capitalize on various scoring
opportunities.
In the early going it was Ray
Hartford who did much of the
point work for the Knights. He
was perfect on his first five shots
introduced

y n the second period.

Making his first start of the
season for Warner Pacific, Tim

Kickers nab
second spot

Matmen place second in

Graves places fourth

,earrings
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Gym opens
Phone
623-5600

The OCE old gym is now open
extended hours on Saturday and
Sunday. Saturday's hours are
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday
the gym is open from 1 p.m. to 9
p.m.
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Capitol closeup

Funds sought for Oregon State Fair
Northwest News Service
Copyright 1975

While public debate over the
fate of the State Fair continues to
swirl at the Statehouse, local
Salem officials, Salem legislators
and state bureaucrats
are
working quietly behind the
scenes
towards
a possible
solution.
The key
to
this
subtle
maneuvering is placing the
administration of the fairgrounds

under the State Parks Branch of
the highway division. Such a
move, say local officials, would
qualify the fairgrounds for
federal funds under the Depart
ment of Interior's urban parks
program.
While everyone involved in the
bureaucratic shuffle agrees that
urban parks money won't supply
aid to the fair's decaying
structures, they point out that
several 10- to 15-acre chunks of
now unused land could be

SHWS
\M

STEREO ELECTRONICS
1

A

developed for public recreational
purposes.
The State Fair Commission,
which would still be in charge of
running the annual summer
event, is reported cool to the idea.
And local officials are reluctant
to push it, hoping instead that
legislators from outside the
Salem area will lead the way.
Earlier proposals to rennovate
the fair have run into trouble in
the legislature. The fair com
mission has asked the State

Executive Department to con
duct an independent study of fair
needs and operations.
Gov. Bob Straub, in office for
only a month, says he may not
run for another term
Straub, who said he still feels
like he's minding the store until
Tom McCall gets back, says the
pressures of the job are intense
and the powers of the governor
are greater than he expected.
Straub said that if he cannot
carry his economic recovery and

other programs through, it will
be his own fault, not the
limitations of the office.
-f- + 4"
Rep. Harvey
Akeson, DPortland, and co-chairman of the
Joint Ways and Means Com
mittee, has introduced legislation
that would increase the per diem
pay for all legislators living more
than 30 miles from the Statehouse
from $30 to $39. Legislators living
inside the 30-mile ring would
receive no pay increase at all.

3 Great
Sound Centers
To Serve You

With confidence since "46'
More people buy sound systems from Shogren's than from
^any other sound shop in the Salem area.

DOWNTOWN
170 Liberty NE

Shogren's South
3410 Commercial SE

399-1465

399-1450

Lancaster
Mall

Dr. Oscar Heil,
pioneer of modern sound
The new sound now
available at all
Shogren Stores.

JUST ARRIVED! Now you can own an HEIL Air Motion
Transformer. Dr. Heil has made available this week an economy
model in the new TEMPEST LAB SERIES. The economy is only in
the price. Hear it against anything in the market

Lab Series 1
Lab Series IIi
Lab Series IIn
Lab Series 1IIE

$1QQOO
133
'169",..
$1OQ00
11.3
$QQ00
33
Each

'

-

.

Each

Each

Remember - You Heard About It First At SHOGREN'S

